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PREMIUM PRO Vocal Upgrade Package (Tier 3/Highest Price Point)
Looking for that polished, up-front, “in-pocket” tone from your favorite big-studio recordings? That 

sound can prove elusive, oftentimes due to the interface. Although most interfaces have good 
preamps built in, they often lack the professional qualities of a dedicated studio vocal chain. To help 

you bridge this sonic gap, we meticulously selected large-diaphragm microphones and outboard 
preamp pairings. Our PREMIUM PRO vocal chain upgrade provides versatile tracking capabilities and 
the legendary sound of the Neumann TLM 103 Anniversary condenser microphone. When paired with 

the warm tonal characteristics of the Universal Audio LA-610 MKII channel strip, the combination 
yields that big-studio console sound for your vocals and instrument recordings.

$500 SAVINGS
Complete System: $3,612.98 $3,112.98

PLUS PRO Vocal Upgrade Package (Tier 2/Middle Price Point)
Our PLUS PRO vocal chain upgrade is an ideal package for clean, dynamic, present voice recording. 

This package combines the clean tonal characteristics of the Neumann TLM 103 condenser 
microphone with the versatile desktop form factor of the Universal Audio UA-S610 SOLO/610 classic 

vacuum tube mic preamp. In addition, the Universal Audio UA-S610 SOLO features an onboard DI 
input and through, making it an ideal choice for capturing professional vocal and instrument tone into 

your digital audio workstation of choice.

$500 SAVINGS
• Complete System: $2,712.98 $2,212.98

STANDARD PRO Vocal Upgrade Package (Tier 1/Lowest Price Point)
Our STANDARD PRO vocal chain upgrade is the most budget-friendly way to get true vintage studio 

tone without sacrificing a bit of quality. The magic begins with the Warm Audio WA-251 
large-diaphragm condenser mic. The WA-251 is based around the iconic CK12 capsule, combined 

with a Slovak-built JJ 12AY7 vacuum tube and completed with CineMag USA transformers and 
Wima Film capacitors. This pairing is harmoniously balanced with the Carnhill-driven WA73-EQ 

British mic preamp and EQ. The result is classic studio tone for vocal and instrument recordings, at 
an incredible value.

$300 SAVINGS 
Complete System: $2,111.98 $1,799.00

Complete system prices include $395 for turnkey workstation setup by Guitar Center Professional engineering. In 
addition to included gear, there are optional add-ons to optimize each system to your specific needs. To ensure 

bulletproof functionality and quick deployment, we also offer technical services, including system design documentation 
and remote login support and training. For add-ons and service estimates, please inquire with your Guitar Center 

Professional account manager or engineer.

VOCAL CHAIN UPGRADE BUNDLES


